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Flair Plays Matchmaker with Color Management System
Process was instituted to match colors and ensure consistent, high quality printing
“This is an important project so make
sure the color prints well.”
“This needs to be redder.”
“Why does this proof look different
than it does on my computer screen?”
These are familiar comments and
questions that arise throughout the
printing process, but what do they mean
and how can they be fixed?

In today’s marketing focused world,
there is immense value associated with
a company’s brand and logo. In the
“Best Global Brands” report released
by Interbrand Consultancy in October
20141, the Coca-Cola brand was valued
at more than $81 billion. While most
companies are not nearly as big as the
beverage giant, their brand is just as
important to them. When selecting
a packaging supplier, companies need
to be sure their brands and colors are
accurately printed on the final product.
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With the importance of brand
management, Flair instituted its highly
detailed, rotogravure specific Color
Management System, designed to
match customers’ colors as closely as
possible and deliver consistency time
after time.
This system encompasses the entire
print process, as Flair is involved with
everything from artwork creation
through the final printed product.
Spot colors and process image
colors are carefully analyzed and
customized where necessary to
ensure proper reproduction.
Electronic verification proofs, color
match proofs, CIE L*a*b* value
referencing, and multiple quality
checks throughout help to control
the process and deliver color
consistency on each order. Once
electronic and color match proofs
have been approved, Flair works
closely with the plants to ensure
that cylinder engraving and printing
are completed to Flair’s stringent
quality standards in creating the final
product. Tested and rated highly by
customers, this process allows Flair to
be deeply involved in matching the
colors and final packaging arrangement
to differentiate the product. All aspects
of the printing process are certified in
Color Management, including Flair,
ink suppliers, presses, and cylinder
engravers.
In today’s competitive packaging
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culture, reverse rotogravure printing
is the most sought after print process
for numerous reasons. The ink is
trapped between two layers of film so
the integrity of the image is protected
from scrapes, scratches, and fading.
The process not only creates striking
images, but customers also have the
ability to specify any and all necessary
film functions (oxygen and moisture
barriers, physical resiliency, UV
protection, and more) at the lowest
possible cost-to-performance ratio.
Overall, Flair’s Design Group has a
well-established and highly respected
design, prepress, and production
process, creating the precise color match
between the customers’ vision and the
final printed product. ■
“Best Global Brands” Interbrand Consultancy,
October 2014. http://bestglobalbrands.com/2014/
ranking/
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Season’s Greetings
from Flair!

As the Holiday Season is
upon us, we are reflecting on
the past year and those who
have helped shape our business.
We value our relationship
and look forward to
working with you in 2015.
Thank you and best wishes
for the holiday season and
a happy new year!
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Getting in Touch with The Great Outdoors
Flair’s rotogravure printing capabilities help outdoor product manufacturers attract customers
For many, autumn is a time to become one with nature,
sitting outside in the cool fall weather waiting for that
trophy buck to walk by. Just as laying eyes on that buck can
be a pretty sight, Flair has been helping light up consumers’
eyes with visually striking packaging for our outdoor
product manufacturers.
Antler King Trophy Products, Inc. was developed in 1987
with a mission to provide products that would help grow
bigger and healthier deer. While contemplating a packaging
re-design, Antler King was drawn to Flair’s
Color Management System, which ensures
color quality and consistency with every
order. The color matching capabilities were
important to ensure the logo and packaging
colors were printed correctly for each
product. Antler King also utilizes Flair’s
FLTR tear-resistant packaging, which is
ideal for bulk packaging and provides the
strength and durability needed to protect
the product.
Flair is also working with
Ani-Logics Outdoors, a
deer nutrition feed company
specializing in creating a
healthy diet for whitetail
deer. Ani-Logics was searching for a supplier
with superior film and graphics to showcase their
products. With the emphasis on a high quality

stand up pouch with eye catching
graphics, Flair’s FLTR film and
Color Management System
were a high selling point for
the customer. Flair was able to
provide in-house graphic support
to help create the enticing
images and also recommended
the partial matte finish that gives
the pouches an added touch.
Another customer who found value
in Flair’s printing capabilities was Big
Game International, who was searching
for appealing packaging for their deer
attractant mix. The customer was already
aware of Flair’s reputation for quality
products within the outdoor products industry, creating a
terrific opportunity for Flair to help with these new product
lines. The customer was extremely impressed with the high
quality packaging and graphics that Flair produced, noting
they were the most
beautiful bags they
have ever seen! ■ ■

Front and Center
Flair was recently featured as the cover story
in the October issue of Flexible Packaging
Magazine! The story, titled “Best Practices
from a Flexible Film Company,” highlighted
some of Flair’s strengths including our Color
Management System, R&D laboratory
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equipment, and our full scale of product
offerings. With a normal circulation of 15,000
readers, this issue saw even more exposure as
it was available for distribution at the PACK
EXPO show in November.
Check out the full story here! ■
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